Further development and validation of the Occupational Fatigue Exhaustion Recovery (OFER) scale.
Refinement of the Occupational Fatigue Exhaustion Recovery (OFER) scale. The responses of 510 nurses to the OFER scale, two of whose scales contained additional items, were examined with CFA and regression analyses. Analyses of the expanded pool of items identified three subscales of 5 items each for the renamed OFER15 scale. The subscales have high internal reliability (>.84), face, construct and discriminant validity. SEM analysis confirmed the role of recovery in mediating the relationship between acute and chronic fatigue measured with the OFER15 scale. The OFER15 measure is a parsimonious scale with robust psychometric properties whose subscales distinguish well between acute fatigue states and chronic fatigue traits. The intershift recovery subscale is unique among published fatigue scales. The OFER15 is suggested as a valuable new instrument for the researchers in the work-related fatigue area, and also as screening instrument in Primary Care.